Abstract--A penalty function technique is developed as an alternative method for handling precipitationdissolution reactions in the equilibrium constant method of solving the batch chemical equilibrium problem. It is simple to incorporate into existing programs which do not handle precipitation-dissolution reactions. No variable eliminations need to be performed and the size of the system is always the same even as additional solids enter the problem. Two sample problems are presented to demonstrate the implementation of the method.
INTRODUCTION
There are many problems in geochemistry and geophysics where knowledge of the equilibrium state of a set of reacting chemical constituents is important. Since the 1940s and the pioneering work of Brinkley (1946 Brinkley ( , 1947 much progress has been made in developing efficient computational procedures to solve this problem with a variety of different applications in mind. A good review of different approaches and existing software for equilibrium calculations in aqueous systems is given by Nordstrom and others (1979) .
There are two basic approaches to the equilibrium problem: the Gibb's energy minimization and the so-called equilibrium constant approach. For fairly large complex chemical systems, of interest in geochemical applications, the latter approach is desirable primarily because of the lack of thermodynamic data required for the former. This paper is concerned with only the equilibrium constant method. As a perusal of Nordstrom and others (1979) indicates, there are many available programs based on the equilibrium constant method. One reason that many programs have been and continue to be developed is that the database (the set of chemical constants which characterize the equilibrium state) required for large complex chemical systems is large and different applications require different databases.
Existing programs use various methods (of concern here is principally the Newton-Raphson method) to solve the nonlinear algebraic equations that govern the equilibrium calculation. The approaches differ in efficiency. However it could be argued that even for a large chemical system (e.g. 100 components) the number of equations involved do not pose much of a burden on modern computers, Compare, for instance, the computational effort required for the approximate solution of sets of nonlinear partial differential equations which may involve solving thousands of nonlinear algebraic equations. Thus if a program for equilibrium chemical calculations works, the relative efficiency might not seem important. However, a fairly new application has arisen in recent years which requires programs which are flexible and efficient. This application is modeling the transport of reacting solutes through porous media. Several general approaches to this problem have been advanced in the literature recently; for example Walsh and others (1984) and Kirkner, Theis, and Jennings (1984) . Although each of these works solve the governing equations with a different algorithm, they possess the common feature of iterating between two sets of equations; one set contains in essence the discretized transport equations, and the second set contains the algebraic equations of chemical equilibrium at each nodal point in the domain. Thus in a typical simulation chemical equilibrium calculations may be performed at hundreds of iterations and time steps. The efficiency of the chemical equilibrium calculations is thus of considerable importance.
For systems involving only an aqueous phase the formulation of the nonlinear algebraic equations is standard and solution by Newton-Raphson iteration straightforward. Variants of this method and other nonlinear algebraic equation algorithms also have been employed (Morin, 1985) . If a solid phase is present resulting from a precipitation-dissolution reaction, there are several approaches which have been employed in the literature. These different approaches will be reviewed herein and a new method utilizing a penalty function approach introduced. This modified penalty technique offers some insight into the solubility product as a constraint on the system and is simple to implement. Two sample calculations are presented to clarify the implementation of the method. This paper is basically an exposition of the method; much development work is required yet before its relative efficiency can be evaluated properly for large chemical systems.
For simplicity in presentation ideality is assumed in the following, that is concentrations of aqueous species are taken equal to activities. The algorithm presented is modified easily to use activity coefficients, however their inclusion in the presentation obscures the basic ideas.
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN HOMOGENEOUS AQUEOUS SYSTEMS
As originally developed by Brinkley (1946) , N constituents of a homogeneous aqueous chemical system may be divided into N~ components and N. complexes. The number of components of a system is defined as the smallest number of substances required to determine the concentration of all species in the system. A component itself is a species in the system. Complexes are considered products in reactions where the components are the reactants. These reactions can be written Equation (4) represents ?/~ equations for the ,% unknowns ck, k = 1.2 ..... N¢.
The solution of (4) by a Newton-Raphson iteration can be detailed easily by introducing a vector notation as follows. Let u be the vector with components uk, c the vector with components c~ and tic) the vector with components fi, = ~ Aa, K, 1-] cj}" (k = 1 ......
~:). (5)
i=l j=l
Now define the vector g(c) as
Then Equation (4) is equivalent to g(c) -= 0.
Let the m + 1st iterate of c be related to the ruth iterate by c "+t = c" + Ac",
and evaluate f(c "+;) by using a first-order Taylor series
where Dr(c) is the Jacobian matrix with components ~lCc). Now evaluate (7) at the m + 1st iterate g(c "~t) = c ~ + Ac + f(c")
A,jt~ , ' .f, (i = 1,2 ..... N~).
A specific example of these reactions is given for the CaCO 3 system in Appendix 2. This sample problem is used later for some numerical results. In Equation (1) Cj ( 
where I is the identity matrix. Equation (12) is solved repeatedly with c"* ~ updated according to (8) . Iteration is stopped when I[g"ll is less than some prescribed tolerance, where tl.rr is any finite dimensional vector norm. The Newton-Raphson scheme (12) possesses second order convergence (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970) . After the component concentrations are determined the complex concentrations are computed from (2).
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM WITH A SOLID PHASE
A solid species, like the complexes, can be considered the product in a reaction where the components are the reactants ,% p, ~ ~ 8,,~,(i = ] .... S~)
k-I where/~, represents the chemical formula for solid i and the B,, are stoichiometric coefficients. The equilibrium statement for (13) is,
k=t where K s° is the solubility product. The concentration of the precipitate, p, does not occur in (14) because the activity of the solid is one. The revised mass balance, to account for the solids, is written
where gk are the components of the vector g introduced in Equation (7) and hk is introduced to represent the full set of equations and to simplify subsequent expressions. Equation (15) 
Again, the q, are introduced to consolidate some of the mathematics to follow. It should be noted that Equation (16) can be written more properly as an inequality; less than or equal to zero. If a set of equilibrium concentrations can be obtained and q, is less than zero, then the solution is undersaturated and the ith reaction in Equation (13) does not take place. If the equilibrium concentrations for the homogeneous system are such that q, is greater than zero, then the ith reaction in Equation (13) will take place so that q, is zero. In this sense Equation (16) can be considered a set of inequality constraints on the system. In the development to follow, it is presumed that the reactions in Equation (13) are occurring. Let q(c) be the vector with components defined in (16) and let B be the N~ x N~ matrix with components the stoichiometric coefficients, B,~, and let h and p be the vectors with components defined in (15). Then (15) and (16) may be rewritten compactly as h(e,p) = e + f(e) + Brp -u = 0 (17) q(e) = 0.
Thus, according to (17) and (18), the formation of the solid species defined by the reaction (13) expands the size of the problem fron N~ unknowns to N, + N~ unknowns. Some researchers (e.g. Reed, 1982) 
Equation (20) represent Nc -I equations: the remaining equation is from (16)
k=l Once (20) and (21) 
Substituting (23) into (20) yields N¢ -1 equations for the N~-1 primary unknowns ck, k = 1 ..... N¢ (k # l). This last approach is utilized by Morel and Morgan (1972) . In general they reduce the ~% + N, original equations to N¢ -N~ primary unknowns plus Ns secondary components determined from the primary set by equations of the form of (23) and finally the precipitates are determined by solving the linear set derived from (17). A drawback to this approach arises because Equation (16) really represents inequalities not equations, that is if q, < 0 then the corresponding reaction in (13) does not take place.
Only when the solution is saturated, q, = 0, is p, formed. Thus, a priori it is not known normally which p, should be included in (17) with the corresponding constraint equation activated. The usual approach is to solve the system assuming no precipitates are present and then check all the solubility "constraints". If any of the constraints are violated, assume one solid is formed and resolve. Continue in this manner until a converged solution satisfies all solubility constraints. Thus the size of the problem is continually D. J, KIRKNER and H. W. REEVES changing and the expressions for the terms in the coefficient matrix must be recalculated after every addition or deletion of a solid. To recap, three basic approaches have been taken for handling the presence of precipitates. In the first (Reed, 1982 , for example) the addition of N~ solids increases the size of the system to N¢ + N~. After some manipulations. Walsh (1983) converts the size of the system to N:; the original size without solids. Finally Morel and Morgan (1972) , again after algebraic manipulations reduce the system to N~ -N~ equations for the primary components. In all situations the resulting system of algebraic equations are solved by a Newton-Raphson iteration. It seems that a direct comparison between these approaches has not yet been made. Although solving a smaller set seems the most attractive, the accompanying algebraic manipulations must be considered as well as the conditioning of the resulting matrices.
In this paper a method is presented which similar to Walsh retains the system size as N~. However no transformation of the equation is required; an auxiliary matrix, which represents the contribution of the solids, is added to the coefficient matrix. An attractive feature is the ease with which precipitationdissolution reactions are included.
PENALTY METHOD
Equations (17) and (18) represent N~ + N, equations for the unknowns, c and p. A distinctive feature of these equations is that they are not coupled in all the variables, that is the unknowns in the vector p do not occur in the constraint Equation (18). The components of p are similar to Lagrange multipliers in a constrained minimization problem and may be eliminated as primary unknowns by a penalty function method similar to that employed in classical optimization. However a better motivation for the penalty function method is to consider the equilibrium concentration of the solid to be the limit of an expression obtained from the kinetic rate law for the dissolution reaction. This limit can be approached via some scalar parameter, not necessarily real time. This motivational argument for the penalty function approach is detailed in Appendix 1. Following this argument Equations (I 7) and (I 8) are replaced with
where ~ is termed the penalty parameter. Equation (24) is simply (17) with p replaced by a q. The designation c, indicates that the solution vector depends on ~.
The following limits follow under suitable restrictions, lira e, = c [solution of (17)(18)] (25) lira :~q(c,) = p.
It has been determined that sufficiently accurate answers are obtained by selecting a single large value of a. If double precision calculations are used, the range of values of :c which yield accurate answers is wide. This will be discussed further in the next section. From hereon the subscript :~ will be dropped but the dependence of the solution on :z should be kept in mind.
It is instructive to examine the Taylor series expansion of h which yields the Newton-Raphson iteration (I + Df(e") + :tBrDq(c"))Ac '' = -h(e"). (27) The difference between (27) and (I 1) (the iteration scheme for the system without solids) is simply the addition of the matrix ~tBrDq(c '') to the coefficient matrix. Therefore programs which solve only homogeneous systems can be modified easily to account for precipitation-dissolution reactions. This is the primary purpose and the major advantage of the penalty approach.
The assembly of the additional matrix is a simple matter because. 
4/ k=l
For computation purposes it must be noted that each q, is actually an inequality constraint on the system and therefore if qi(c") is less than zero, that constraint is not included in the next iteration. That is, a constraint is only activated once it is violated. When there is more than one solid possible in a system, various approaches for activating the constraints are possible. For instance, Walsh (1983) and Morel and Morgan (1972) activate one constraint, completely solve the equilibrium problem and then check solubility products to see if any constraints are violated; if so, activate another constraint and reequilibrate. In the sample problems presented here, only one solid is present and the equilibrium solution ignoring the precipitation reaction violates the solubility constraint and thus it must be included as an equality constraint.
EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
First, to demonstrate explicitly the calculations, consider the simple system governed by the following reactions ?l + 6, , "~ -'~1; Kl (30) 6j , ' 6., + 63; K~ °.
The mass balances for the three components can be written, after substituting the mass action equations,
and the solubility constraint is qt = c, cflg~ °-
Equations (32) and (33) are a specific example of (17) and (18). The penalty function formulation for this system corresponding to Equation (24) 
where the fact that B~ and ~ are zero has been used. The matrices required for Equation (27) 
Thus the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme for this sample problem corresponding to Equation (27) is
° + I" 0.c + )
Using the data from Table  I . Notice that accurate answers are obtained for :t ranging through many orders of magnitude. In each situation only three iterations were required, using double precision. The convergence criteria used was ]]h"fl2 < 10 -s Ilh°ll2; where [[h"ll2 is the square root of the sum of the squares of the components of h at the mth iterate. For ~ > 10 ~3 the accuracy deteriorates due to ill-conditioning of the matrix, The second example, although rather simple, is more realistic. The problem is to determine the equilibrium composition of a solution to which 10 -3 moles/l of CaCOs is added. This example is taken from Appendix 2 of Westall, Zachary, and Morel (1976) . The system consists of three components, six j i?(,.>) aqueous complexes, and one solid. The data, that is the stoichiometric coefficients A,j and B,j, the equilibrium constants, and the total component concentration in moles/l of each component are given in Table 2 . The solution with and without the solubility constraint (expressed as -log concentration) obtained by the penalty function method described herein is given in Table 3 . It should be noted that the solution required six iterations (double precision calculations) when using as initial guess for the component concentrations the equilibrium solution assuming no solid present. The convergence criteria used was the same as in the first problem. Of course convergence of IIh"]]2 does not imply q, ~ 0. However for 10: < :~ < l0 s, qt always is < 10 -2. Thus the method works, for this problem, through a wide range of penalty parameters. Details of the calculation for the first iteration are provided in Appendix 2.
COMPUTER PROGRAM
Appendix 3 contains the FORTRAN program PENALTY, which will perform the calculations described in this paper. The program has been run using Microsoft FORTRAN on a Macintosh Plus, All documentation required is in the program. Variable definitions in the program follow closely the notation in the paper. Following the program are the input and output for the two sample problems discussed here.
DISCUSSION
The penalty function method presented here is an alternative method for incorporating precipitationdissolution reactions in the equilibrium constant method for solving the chemical equilibrium problem. From a programming viewpoint the method is simple to incorporate into existing codes which do not hand- Answers obtained with :~ = 100. Solution of -log concentration is accurate to 4 significant figures for 102 < < 10".
le precipitation-dissolution reactions. Also no variable eliminations need to be performed and the size of the system always is the same; even as additional solids enter the problem. The efficiency of this technique relative to existing methods can be studied only with particular applications in mind, because the conditioning of the matrices surely plays a role. It also should be mentioned that there are extensions of this method worthy of examination. For instance the so-called augmented Lagrangian methods (Fortin and Glowinski, 1982) The penalty function approach can be motivated by the following arguments. Consider, for example, the chemical kinetic rate expressions for the reaction of Equation (31).
dPl = kbc:c ~ --k:.
(AI) dt D.J. KIgKNEg and H. W. REEVES '.,,'here t is time, kf and kb are the forward and backward rate constants respectively and the activity of the solid is taken as one. We assume order corresponds to stoichiometry. Equation (AI) also can be written
dP---2 = kf(c, c3/K s°-I), (A2) dt
where K s° = kr/k b is the equilibrium constant for the reaction. We define the expression in the parentheses to be q~ and rewrite (A2) as dpt
= kfq I (t). (A3) dt
We know that at equilibrium dpt/dt is zero and therefore q~(t) is zero at equilibrium also. Additionally, because the concentrations must be positive, the function ql (t) always is t> -1 and also is bounded above because dp~/dt must be finite. With these properties of qt in mind, we now integrate Equation (A3) yielding
assuming no solid is initially present. T is some specific time. Using the mean value theorem, Equation (A5) can be written
pt(T) = kfT ql~-~. (A5)
where ~ is the mean value of q~ over the interval (0, T). Taking the limit of both sides of Equation (A5) as T goes to infinity and noting that p~ (T) is bounded, implies
But from the properties of q~(t) as discussed, 
t,,
Thus as Tgoes to infinity, krTq-~ has a limit which is the equilibrium value ofp~, and ~ approaches the equilibrium value of q~ (t). Because T only needs to be considered as a parameter and not as real time, the equilibrium value ofp~ can be written as
which basically is Equation (26). Thus, to recap, the equilibrium value of the precipitate concentration may be replaced with the limit of the kinetic rate expression [written as in Eq. (A5)] as some positive, real paramenter goes to infinity.
Although Equation (A8) is simply a consequence of the transient system, normally not exploitable, herein it is determined to be a useful artifice for solving the equilibrium problem. This system written in the form of Equation (32) 
APPENDIX 2

CaC03 Example
c~cj + ~ \K---.---d
The Newton-Raphson form, Equation (33), for this system is,
The matrices arising from Equation (33) using the data given in Tables 2 and 3 THIS FILE IS CREATED  IF  THE KEYBOARD  IS USED TO INPUT DATA OR IS THE FILE USED  IF INPUT FROM A FILE IS SELECTED.  THE NAME OF THE  FILE IS INPUT BY THE USER AND IS STORED  IN THE  VARIABLE  INDATA (1) 
